Abstract
Introduction
Peer-to-Peer computing is currently attracting enormous attention from researchers, spurred by popularity of file sharing systems such as Gnutella, Emule and BitTorrent. Previous [8] studies suggested that user queries in Gnutella are highly duplicated which leaves ample opportunities for performance optimization. However, most existing research focus on the accumulative distribution of query content only, while pay little attention to the time series distribution of these queries. As our measurement study reveals, the duplication number of queries varies heavily over time. This feature can bring problems for optimization algorithms that shift their strategies according to past records, e.g. result caching and load balancing.
Nevertheless, such algorithms can still perform well in the real world environment given that we can predict the number of duplicated queries. Based on these predictions, if accurate enough, algorithms are able to form correct strategies based on the predict value with little modification and kept from the impact of the underlying dynamics. The existence of clear benefits of this kind motivates the following questions: Is query duplication consistently predictable? If it is true, what classes of predictive models are appropriate? What are the differences between these models in terms of their predictive power and computational overhead? To answer the above questions, this paper characterizes query traffic by evaluating the predictive power of different models on large-scale, real world Gnutella query data. We find query duplication is consistently predictable to a very useful degree from past behavior, and practical models are sufficiently powerful predictors.
To show this conclusion can be applied in a variety of settings, we propose a general enhancement to existing algorithms result caching and load balancing by adding predictor. The enhancement in result caching reduce significant amount of network traffic in a very efficient way, and the other in load balancing also effectively lower the variance in peers' load distribution. To our knowledge, this is the first study to identify the predictability of query duplication in P2P system and then to evaluate the practical predictive power of Box-Jenkins models [1] . Furthermore, since users' query submitting is system independent, predictive models studied in this paper are not limited to be applied in results caching and load balancing. Instead, they can also be utilized in other fields where user query behavior determines system performance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we describe statistical properties of queries. Section 3 gives an introduction of Box-Jenkins models. Section 4 shows our methodology and evaluation results. Section 5 and 6 presents and evaluates applications of our approach. Section 7 summarizes the related work. Conclusions and future work are given in the last section.
GNUTELLA QUERY STREAMS
As Figure 1 demonstrates, without centralized servers, Gnutella peers construct an overlay network by maintaining point-to-point connections with a set of neighbors. Gnutella protocol specifies four message types, ping, pong, query and queryhit messages. Ping and pong messages are used to maintain overlay connectivity as well as discovering other peers. Ping and pong messages behave similarly to query/query-response packets: any peer that receives a ping message sends a pong back towards the originator, and forwards the ping onwards to its own set of neighbors. To locate a file, a peer initiates a controlled flooding by sending a query message to all of its neighbors(i.e. directly connected peers), which then forward the message to their neighbors. If a peer has one or more files that match the query, it responds with a queryhit message. This response message is transferred to the inquiring peer on the reverse overlay path that the query message was routed to the responding peer. Ping and query packets flood through the network and the scope of flooding is controlled with a time-to-live (TTL) field that is decremented on each hop. Forwarding a query message more than once is also prevented by storing the querys global unique identifier (GUID) in a routing table, along with the identity of the directly connected peer that the query is initially received from.
In order to improve the scalability of Gnutella network, Gnutella upgraded its protocol from 0.4 to 0.6, which is the predominant protocol in Gnutella now. In the new protocol, peers are divided into ultrapeers and leafpeers [8] . Peers with high bandwidth Internet connections and high processing power run in ultrapeer mode. On the contrary, less powerful peers run in leaf mode. Leafpeer keeps only a small number of connections open to ultrapeers. Only ultrapeer could connect with each other. Ultrapeer acts as a proxy to the Gnutella network for the leafpeers connected to it: it handles all the routing and forwarding work for leafpeers. This has an effect of making the Gnutella network scale, by reducing the number of peers on the network involved in message handling and routing, as well as reducing the actual traffic among them. Query message is forwarded to all connected ultrapeers, but is only forwarded to the leafpeers that have a high probability of responding. This is achieved by sending Query Routing Table (QRT) [14] from leafpeer to its connected ultrapeer. This QRT contains the hashed value of the names of files shared by the leafpeer. When an ultra- Table) Receiving Queries
Crawler Ping Figure 2 . Topology of the Crawling System peer has to decide whether it should forward the query to a certain leafpeer, it would look for the query words through this QRT of the leafpeer. Thus ultrapeer could filter queries and only forward those to the leafpeers most likely to have a match.
Data collection
The reason for choosing Gnutella as our data source is because Gnutella has an open protocol, which enables us to implement high performance crawlers, and owns millions of simultaneous uses, which suggests the data collected from it are representative. Our characterization of Gnutella query traffic is based on real world Gnutella data gathered by collaborative crawlers [12] as showed in Figure 2 , where crawlers of different types take charge of peer discovering, status probing, and user query logging respectively. In Gnutella 0.6, crawlers'(running in aforementioned leafpeer mode) ability of collecting queries are limited by the fact that ultrapeers only forward queries to leafpeers that can return some results according to the aforementioned QRT. Recent work such as Klemm [8] presented try to avoid this limitation by setting up ultrapeer crawlers and collecting queries submitted by its leafpeers. However, this approach can only record a very limited subset of the overall queries. To break this limitation, our crawler sends a QRT to make its connected ultrapeers believe that the crawler has any file that others may ask for. This is achieved by sending a artificial QRT which contains all the possible compositions of letters and numbers with a length of three. Once ultrapeer receives such QRTs, it will forward all its received queries to our crawlers. Thus, our crawler can theoretically record all the queries of the entire Gnutella network, which has never been achieved before. To prepare data for this paper, our crawlers ran for 3 months, from April 1st, 2005 to June 30th, 2005. We totally collected 318,942,450 Gnutella queries.
To construct testcases in the form of query duplication traces, all collected queries must be transformed into query duplication traces, i.e. the time series of the number of duplicated queries. Collected queries, distinguished by their content, were put into different length-fixed snapshots. After that, the duplication number of each query was counted within its snapshots. By stringing these duplication numbers of each query, we finally obtained the query duplication traces.
Statistical properties
In Gnutella, original query(Hop=0) and its forwarded ones (TTL Hop>0) have the same Message ID. Note that we analyze Message ID unique queries only, which ensures flooded queries won't be taken into account multiple times. Therefore, the query submitting we studied is system independent and representative for users' behavior. As Figure 3 (a) shows, the number of repeated queries follows the power law distribution [2] [3][6] [16] . Only a few queries have a large number of duplications and most queries duplicated little. In Figure 3 (b), we can see that merely 10% queries repeated more than 100 times among 65,143,544 Message ID unique queries(1,319,876 content distinct ones). This fact suggests that caching search results of highly duplicated queries can significantly reduce network traffic.
However, we also find that the number of duplicated queries can vary drastically over time, even observed at the overlay level. As an intuitive example, Figure 3 (c) shows how the overall duplication number of query "Saint Ange" changes on approximately 2,000 ultrapeers in April 16th, 2005. It clearly indicates that no obvious rules can be found on the quantity changes of this query. In addition, Figure  3 (d) summarizes 30 random selected queries traces in a box plot variant. The central line in each box marks the median number, while the lower and upper lines mark the 25th and 75th percentiles. The lower and upper "whiskers" extending from the box mark the actual 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles. The circle marks the mean of the duplication number. The traces exhibit very high variability, measured by interquartile range, and maximum. The interquartile range is typically as large as the mean, while the maximums can be as much as 4-5 times larger. As we will demonstrate later, this high variability suggests optimizations such as result caching that shift their strategies based on last observed load, e.g. LRU, may not perform well. 
BOX-JENKINS MODELS
The basic idea behind using a Box-Jenkins time series model in predicting query duplication is to treat the sequence of query duplication number, < z t >, as a realization of a stochastic process that can be modeled as a white noise source driving a linear filter.
AR(p) models. The class of AR(p) models (purely autoregressive models) has
(1) where µ is the mean value of the sequence and B is the backshift operator that B d z t = z t−d . AR(p) model represents current value as a linear combine of previous values and a driving a t . One excellent feature of AR(p) models is that they can be fit to data in a deterministic amount of time. In the Yule-Walker technique that we used, the autocorrelation function is computed to a maximum lag of p and then a p-wide Toeplitz system of linear equations is solved. Even for relatively large values of p, this can be done almost instantaneously. Another advantage of AR(p) models is that they are remarkably stable.
MA(q) models. The class of MA(q) models (purely moving average models) has z t = θ(B)a t where θ(B)
q has q coefficients. MA(q) models are a much more difficult proposition for a system designer since fitting them takes a nondeterministic amount of time.
ARMA(p,q) models. The class of ARMA(p,q) models (autoregressive moving average models) has z t = θ(B) φ(B) a t where φ(B) and θ(B) as predefined has p and q coefficients respectively. By combining the AR(p) and MA(q) models, ARMA(p,q) models hope to achieve greater parsimony. From a system designer's point of view, this may be important, at least in so far as it may be possible to fit a more parsimonious model more quickly. Like MA(q) models, ARMA(p,q) models take a nondeterministic amount of time to fit to data, where the same iterative search algorithm.
ARIMA(p,d,q) models. ARIMA(p,d,q) models (autoregressive integrated moving average models) has
. Intuitively, the (1−B) d component amounts to a d-fold integration of the output of an ARMA(p,q) model. Although this makes the filter inherently unstable, it allows for modeling nonstationary sequences. Such sequences can vary over an infinite range and have no natural mean. Although query duplication number clearly cannot vary infinitely, it does not have a natural mean either. ARIMA(p,d,q) models are fit by differencing the sequence d times and fitting an ARMA(p,q) model as above to the result. We will also discuss ARI(p,d) and IMA(d,q) models which are transformed from ARIMA(p,d,q) by setting p and q to zero respectively.
Simple models for comparison. We also implemented three simple models for comparison, MEAN, BM and LAST. MEAN has z t = µ, so all future values are predicted to be the mean. This is the best predictor, in terms of minimum mean squared error, for a sequence which has no correlation over time and we also use it to measure the raw variance of the actual query duplication sequence. The BM model is an AR model whose coefficients are all set to 1. It simply predicts the next sequence value to be the average of the previous p values, a simple windowed mean. LAST model predicts that all future values will be the same as the last measured value, which is simply a BM(1).
Characterization

Methodology
To assess the predictive power of different models, we use a randomized, trace-driven methodology [4] that fits every model to subsequences of a query duplication trace and tests them on immediately following subsequences.
We soon realized that evaluating the predictive power of different models in our scenario is complicated because there is such a vast space of configuration parameters to explore. These parameters include: the trace, the model class, the number of parameters we allow the model and how they are distributed, the lead time, the length of the history to which the model is fit and the length of the interval during which the model is used to predict. Besides, we also want to avoid biases due to favoring particular regions of traces.
To explore this space in an unbiased way, we ran a large number of randomized testcases on query duplication traces. A testcase is generated by first choosing a random number, m between 50 to 100(8.3 hours-16.7 hours), of samples from a random region of the query duplication traces. These m samples are treated as fit interval. Following the m samples, we again choose a random number, n between 20 to 50(3.3 hours-8.3 hours), of samples to be the test interval. Then we use every model(AR, MA, ARMA, ARIMA, ARI, IMA, MEAN, BM and LAST) with different parameters to fit the fit interval we've generated. After that, a predictor will be produced from the fitted test model. We also step the predictor with values in the fit interval to initiate its internal state. Then, for each value in the test interval, we first step the predictor with this value, then produce predictions with different lead time k, ranging from 1 to 12(10 minutes-2 hours). With samples in the query trace, k-step prediction errors are computed. During the fitting and testing procedure, we also record the time used for computation.
Results
Query Duplication Is Consistently Predictable. For a model to provide consistent predictability of future query duplication, it must satisfy two requirements. First, this model must have a considerably lower expected mean squared error(MSE) than the expected raw variance of actual query duplication. Second, the variability between different testcases should be small. Intuitively, the first one ensures good predictions on average, while the second guarantees most predictions are close to that average.
In section 2 we mentioned that variance(assuming a normal distribution) and maximum of query traces, are positively correlated with the mean. Thus, a query with large duplication number will also tend to have a large variance and maximum, which suggests that there is more opportunity for prediction algorithms on highly duplicated queries. Based on this discovery, we first focus on query traces which repeated heavily. Figure 4 (a) suggests that the query duplication is indeed consistently predictable. This box plot shows us the distribution of MSE(Mean Square Error) of 1-step-ahead prediction for the top 5% duplicated queries using Box-Jenkins models. Notice that the average raw variance (MEAN) of a testcase is approximately 13.0, while the average MSE for all of the 16-parameter models are roughly 3.0 or even smaller. The variability of the MSE is also much lower for the predictive models than that for MEAN. 
Figure 5. Variance Reduction between Different Models((a)Box-Jenkins Models on Top 5% Duplicated Queries,(b)Box-Jenkins Models on All Queries,(c)Simple Models on All Queries)
ple, the biggest raw variance is almost 25.0 while this upbound value of all the models never exceeds 5.0. Figure 4 (b) and 4(c) show the situation for 6-step(1 hour)-ahead predictions and 12-step(2 hours)-ahead predictions. Again, we find Box-Jenkins models are better than the raw variance, except for MA model, which performs badly especially at high lead times. Although the predictive models except MA in Figure 4 (a) 4(b)4(c) all seems to have similar accuracy, differenced models do perform better than non-differenced ones, especially for long lead predictions. AR Models Are Appropriate. When implementing a prediction system, we not only care about the predictive power of models, but also their computational costs. To assess these costs, we measured the CPU time used to fit a model with 100 samples, create a predictor, and give an 1-step-ahead prediction. The machine we use is a 2.4 GHz Pentium 4 PC. Figure 6 indicates AR models are inexpensive to fit, even with a high order(32). This can be a tremendous benefit for an online prediction system. For MA and ARMA models, the computational overhead for fitting are much higher. Clearly, AR models of the appropriate order are much less expensive to fit than the MA or ARMA models and are of similar small cost to use. Later we will show that the performance of higher order AR model is also satisfactory. In addition, AR models can be fitted in a deterministic amount of time, compared with other models which are data dependent and take a nondeterministic amount of time to fit. Considering the above facts, we believe AR models are most appropriate for predicting query duplication.
Degree of duplication between queries is quite different, sometimes could be several orders of magnitude. Unfortunately, MSE is related to the number of duplications. For queries that seldom duplicated, their MSE can be very small even when a bad prediction is given. Thus it's inappropriate to use MSE as standard for predictability comparison among all queries. To address this problem, we alternatively compare the normalized performance of models. The metric we used is the expected percentage reduction in variance, the average value of over all the testcases. is 0% in all testcases and one model achieves 100% reduction only when it can produce zero-MSE prediction. As the figure makes clear, for 16-parameter models, IMA model give the best prediction, then comes ARIMA and ARI models. These three models also have the same speed of accuracy dropping with an increasing lead time. However, we find that high order ARI models perform quite well, even better than ARIMA model. Moreover, the accuracy of high order ARI models reduced remarkably slower than other models as the lead time increases. In Figure 5 (c) we can see that the LAST and BM models have such poor performances that none of them have a positive variance reduction. Clearly, these models are not suitable for prediction despite their low computational overhead.
Application in P2P Results Caching
To apply the characterization of search query traffic, we present a predicting-based Collaborative results Caching system(pCoCa [11] ) in Gnutella. pCoCa is an enhanced version of [10] which caches results of all queries received in last several minutes for future reusing in Gnutella 0.4. Instead, pCoCa selectively cache results based on predicted duplication value and is modified to be able to deployed in Gnutella 0.6.
System Design
Since in Gnutella 0.6 only ultrapeers handle query routing, pCoCa is deployed on ultrapeers. Peers' sessions are divided into length-fixed snapshots. When connected to the overlay, pCoCa enhanced peers will gather information about current query duplication status in the network. Based on this information, peers are able to quickly build models and predict future query duplication, which later are voted among peers to avoid locality of single peer collected information and to form caching strategy.
Bootstrap. In order to collect bootstrap information of query duplication, newly connected peer asks its neighbors for query duplication traces. By assuming query arrival time is uniformly distributed within its snapshots, i.e., each query arrives to the peer at an uniform rate within the corresponding snapshot, peer can merge collected traces to form its own according to received time stamp [11] .
Data Fitting. After the bootstrap, pCoCa uses a model template to fit the local query traces generated in bootstrap. In our implementation of pCoCa, we select ARI(32,1) to be the model template. Once the data is fitted, pCoCa creates a predictor for the prediction of future query duplication.
Caching. pCoCa enhanced peer votes its predicted query duplication numbers to its neighbors and makes caching strategy based on both local and remote predictions. Our evaluation shows that the voting schema is vital for distributed caching.
Evaluation
We have designed and built a trace-driven simulator that takes the collected real world Gnutella data set as input, simulates the caching approach we proposed, and measures the performance and efficiency of it. The data set includes overlay structure, session duration (peer online duration), shared files distribution and 40 hours query submitting history(70,876,100 queries) of 218,842 ultrapeers. With this data set installed, our simulator can "replay" the query processing of these ultrapeers, which makes a "real world" evaluation possible. For comparison purpose, previously proposed Gnutella cache system [10] , which we use the term "Simple Cache(SC)" to refer to, and LRU(Least Recently Used)-based cache (LRUC) mechanism are also evaluated. Metrics we used in comparisons includes percentage of packet reduction and used memory size.
In Figure 7 (a), where interval refers to snapshot interval and Top n% is the percentage of queries that are cached, i.e. cache size, the top 60% curve performs the best. The packet reduction percentage of it is above 60% for snapshot intervals longer than 10 minutes. The top 40% curve is slightly worse than the SC curve. Note that for short intervals(less than 10 minutes) both top 60% and 40% curves perform better than SC. This fact well reflects that predicting-based cache mechanism can well fit the dynamic nature of query submitting which exhibited markedly in short intervals. Besides, SC's performance is also limited by the locality of queries. By voting and forming caching strategies together, pCoCa peers are more capable of reducing query packets by caching results for currently unseen queries. All LRUC perform worse than SC due to the limitation on cache size. However, the performance of LRUC becomes close to that of pCoCa with the same cache size as interval length increases, because longer interval length helps LRUC to make better query selection. As Figure 7 (b) shows, SC curve grows much faster than the other three curves of pCoCa, which clearly indicates that SC is inefficient.
Application in P2P Load Balancing
Load balancing -the even distribution of items(or other load measures) to nodes -is a crucial issue for most DHT P2P systems. Some of the proposed approaches [13] [7] for Chord, dynamic load balancing as we called, attain load balancing by adjusting peers' addresses based on past load distribution, which imposes the dependence on the similarity between past load distribution and that of the future. However, some load distribution, e.g. search load distribution, exhibits significant variability, which can serious degrade performance of these algorithms. To tackle this problem, we propose an general enhancement to dynamic load balancing algorithms, which uses Box-Jenkins models to predict future load distribution, as another application of our approach in DHTs.
System Design
Our prediction enhanced load balancing system makes no changes to the original load balancing algorithm, except that we adjust load based on predicted future load distribution, rather than current load distribution. As a result of this system independence feature, our algorithm can also be applied in other dynamic load balancing protocols by simply replacing the input of past load with that of the predicted one. Among previous work on load balancing in Chord, we choose Karger and Ruhl's protocol [7] to verify our algorithm, because their algorithm has been proved to have performance guarantees on its operation costs, and therefore, has a solid theoretical basis. Due to page limitation, details of their protocol are not introduced in this paper.
In many circumstances, items maintained in Chord are not all equal in terms of the load they put on the hosting node. In the context of searching, the loads on distinct keywords are different from each other. To model this phenomenon, we assigning a weight w(k) to every keyword k. However, there is one obvious restriction: load will be balanced only up to what the keywords themselves allow locally. As an example, consider two nodes, one node which maintains a single keyword with weight 1, the other node a single keyword with weight 100. If these two nodes enter in a load exchange, then there is no exchange of items what will equalize the two loads. Therefore, to solve this problem, we assign a certain range of addresses, obtained by the overall address space times parameter α, to a single keyword, rather than a single one. Therefore, when user queries(in the form of one or several keywords) are submitted to the network, a random offset, which is uniformly distributed within the aforementioned range, is also attached to each of its keywords. The address of each keywords in the query then is the hash value of the keywords plus the generated offset. Thus, we achieve the purpose of distributing the load of certain keywords among a range of addresses, which enables the exchange of search load within the same keyword for dynamic load balancing.
Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of our enhanced load balancing algorithm, we implemented it on the aforementioned trace-driven simulator and compared the performance of Karger and Ruhl's protocol(LB) as well as that of our enhanced version(pLB). Two metrics are used in this evaluation, namely load variance which is the variance of loads on all peers and peer utilization which is the ratio of peers' assigned load to their capacity. The first one assesses how even the load can be distributed among peers, while the latter also focuses on the number of overloaded peers, the number of which can significantly grow for highly dynamic load distribution. Figure 7 (c), where alpha(α) is the proportion of query's offset range against overall addresses as we mentioned ahead and epsilon(ε) is the critical ratio between loads of two hosts(when ε exceeds certain value, load exchanging will happen), demonstrates the the performance of both LB and pLB under different parameter settings. As it suggests, our algorithm works best when α = 0.01, ε = 0.4 and reduced variance by 23.1%. Under this configuration, Figure  7 (d) shows us the average distribution of peer utilization, which is the ratio of peer's actual load l to its capacity C. Note that C is set to 2 L n in our evaluation, where L is the overall load among all peers and n is the number of peers. As Figure 7 (d) suggests, peers' loads are more evenly distributed by our algorithm, and the overloaded peers, the existence of which can seriously degrade the reliability of systems, of pLB are much less compared that of LB, reduced nearly by 83.3%. Therefore, as these results indicate, the prediction of future load can well relieve the impact brought about by heavy variance of load distribution over time.
RELATED WORK
Since our work is related with Peer-to-Peer measurement study and time series analysis, the introduction of related works is organized according to these aspects.
Peer-to-Peer measurement study. Many researchers performed measurement study [15] [8] [12] [16] on Gnutella network with network sniffers or Peer-to-Peer crawlers. Previous work [8] found that Gnutella queries are highly duplicated. Furthermore, Kwok and Yang [9] reported that the number of repeat queries is 6.5 times the number of unique queries. They suggested that the serious P2P network traffic caused by repeating queries can be reduced by reusing(caching) the popular queries. Based on existed and our crawling techniques [12] , we conducted a large scaled crawling experiment aiming at capturing the statistical properties of Gnutella query, especially its dynamic characteristics.
Time series analysis. Although linear time series methods are widely used in some areas, including networking [5] and operating system [17] , little work has been done in predicting query duplication. As a relatively close work, Dinda et al. [4] evaluated linear models with their prediction power and computational costs for predicting the Digital Unix five-second host load average from 1 to 30 seconds into the future.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have characterized search query traffic based on large-scale, real world Gnutella data, and presented a detailed evaluation of the performance of Box-Jenkins models for predicting query duplication in Gnutella. Based on evaluation results, we also proposed two applications in result caching and load balancing respectively. Several conclusions merged from the results of our evaluation. First, the number of duplicated queries is consistently predictable to a very useful degree from past data by using linear time series techniques. Second, high order AR models are preferred, because of their high prediction accuracy and low computational overhead. Third, existing optimization algorithms can be enhanced by our predictors to resist serious dynamics in Peer-to-Peer traffic.
As far as we are aware, this is the first study to characterise and model Peer-to-Peer query traffic from the view of time series. Predictive models studied in this paper are system independent. They can also be used in other user behavior concerned P2P research fields. As part of our ongoing work, we are currently evaluating proactive searching approach which improves search performance based on long-term prediction results. We are also in the process of designing and testing predicting-based file replication technology.
